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Abstract—This paper studies the cross-layer network planning
that tries to combine flexible Ethernet (FlexE) and elastic optical
networks (EONs), for FlexE-over-EONs. We focus our investiga-
tion on the most challenging setting,i.e., the FlexE-over-EONs
based on the FlexE-aware architecture, and consider both single-
hop and multi-hop scenarios for the cross-layer planning. For the
single-hop scenario, we assume that all the client flows are routed
over end-to-end lightpaths in the EON. We formulate a mixed
integer linear programming (MILP) model for this problem,
transform it into the class constrained bin packing problem
(CCBP), and leverage the primal-dual interior-point (PDIP)
method to propose a polynomial-time approximation algorithm
for it. Then, for the multi-hop scenario, we use a more realistic
assumption that each client flow can be routed over multiple
lightpaths in the EON. We show that after solving the virtual
topology design, the cross-layer planning in this scenariocan be
transformed into that in the single-hop scenario. Therefore, an
integer linear programming (ILP) model is formulated to tackle
the virtual topology design, and we design a polynomial-time
approximation algorithm for it by modifying the well-known
branch-and-bond method. To evaluate the performance of our
two-step method for the multi-hop scenario, we also proposea
heuristic algorithm. Extensive simulations verify that regarding
large-scale cross-layer planning for FlexE-over-EONs, our ap-
proximation algorithms are significantly more time-efficient than
the ILP/MILP models, and their solutions have bounded gaps to
the optimal ones and are much better than those of the heuristic.

Index Terms—Flexible Ethernet (FlexE), Elastic optical net-
works (EONs), Approximation algorithms, Traffic grooming.

I. I NTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, fast development of datacenter (DC) and
metro networks are happening all over the world, to

adapt to the raising of 5G, cloud computing, and Big Da-
ta analytics [1–5]. This has imposed intensive pressure on
networking technologies, especially for Ethernet and optical
transport network (OTN). We have witnessed promising ad-
vances in these two areas over the past decade, to address
the increasing challenges. For instance, Flex Ethernet (FlexE)
[6] has been published by the Optical Internetworking Forum
(OIF), which defines new Ethernet connection types to allow
DC operators to utilize OTN bandwidth in more flexible
manners, and provides the interface techniques for realizing
service isolation and network sharding.

The major advantage of FlexE is that it leverages time-
division multiplexing (TDM) to support a variety of media
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Fig. 1. Generic operation principle of FlexE.

access control (MAC) rates that may or may not correspond
to any existing physical channel (PHY) rates of Ethernet [7].
As the most recent implementation agreement, FlexE 2.0 [7]
promises to be capable of carrying the collections of 100 GbE,
200 GbE, and 400 GbE PHYs. The upcoming FlexE 2.1 will
add the support for 50 GbE PHYs. With these PHYs, FlexE
can support various MAC rates with the operation principle
shown in Fig. 1. Specifically, FlexE inserts a shim layer in
between the MAC and physical layers, which divides the
bandwidth resources in a group of PHYs into a series of
calendar slots (CS’), and maps the data streams from FlexE
clients whose data-rates can be various to the CS’. In other
words, the shim layer schedules to transmit the client data
from MAC interfaces with different rates in the CS’ (i.e., the
transmission opportunities in the PHYs based on TDM).

As the data-rates of the MAC interfaces and PHYs can be
different, FlexE utilizes three mechanisms [7]: 1) bonding, e.g.,
supporting a 200 Gbps MAC interface with two bonded 100
GbE PHYs, 2) sub-rating,e.g., transmitting the data from a
50 Gbps MAC over a 100 GbE PHY, and 3) channelization,
e.g, supporting a 150 Gbps and two 25 Gbps MAC interfaces
with two bonded 100 GbE PHYs. Hence, even though FlexE
allocates bandwidth in terms of exclusive time slots, it still has
the advantage of high efficiency due to statistical multiplexing.

Meanwhile, for long distance transmissions, the data carried
by FlexE PHYs needs to be further fed into the transport boxes
(T-Boxes) in an OTN [8]. Therefore, the network planning for
FlexE-over-OTN is an interesting but challenging problem to
investigate, because it actually involves sophisticated cross-
layer mapping,i.e., MAC interfaces to FlexE PHYs, and FlexE
PHYs to T-Boxes. Depending on how well the T-Boxes are
compatible with FlexE, FlexE-over-OTN can be built with
three architectures,i.e., the FlexE-unaware, FlexE-partially-
aware, and FlexE-aware ones, respectively [7]. Among them,
only the FlexE-aware architecture uses the T-Boxes that are
fully compatible with FlexE,i.e., each of them equips a FlexE
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shim layer to recognize the data from each MAC interface in
PHYs. Hence, the network planning for it has the most flexible
cross-layer mapping, which can provide the best performance
in terms of resource utilization and cost-effectiveness. On the
other hand, its network planning is also most challenging
because the cross-layer mapping has the maximized flexibility.

Previously, Eira et al. [9] has performed a thoughtful
comparative analysis on architecting FlexE-over-OTNs using
fixed-grid wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) networks
(i.e., FlexE-over-WDMs) with the three architectures men-
tioned above. However, they did not consider the flexible-
grid elastic optical networks (EONs) [10–14]. EONs lever-
age bandwidth-variable transponders (BV-Ts) and bandwidth-
variable wavelength-selective switches (BV-WSS’) to realize
OTNs with fine spectrum allocation granularities at12.5 GHz
or even narrower. Meanwhile, with sliceable BV-Ts [15–17],
one can utilize the split-spectrum scheme [18–20] to change
the data-rates of a T-Box at will. To this end, we expect that an
EON-based OTN would be much more friendly toward FlexE.

In [21], we studied how much exactly FlexE and EON
can benefit each other mutually, and considered the three
FlexE-over-OTN architectures (i.e., the FlexE-unaware, FlexE-
partially-aware, and FlexE-aware ones) to confirm the benefits
of FlexE-over-EON over FlexE-over-WDM. Nevertheless, the
problem of cross-layer network planning for FlexE-over-EONs
has not been fully explored in [21]. This is because we used an
impractical assumption that all the traffic flows from MAC in-
terfaces are routed over end-to-end lightpaths in the EON, and
only formulated mixed integer linear programming (MILP)
models that will be intractable for large-scale problems. Note
that, the cross-layer planning problems for FlexE-over-WDMs
and FlexE-over-EONs are not fundamentally different from
the mathematical perspective. The study in [21] has already
shown that by restricting the values of certain variables to
different ranges, a same MILP model can address both FlexE-
over-WDMs and FlexE-over-EONs. However, in a FlexE-over-
EON, the BV-Ts can take much more line-rates than those in a
FlexE-over-WDM. Hence, the solution space of the cross-layer
planning in a FlexE-over-EON is much larger, which makes
the problem harder to be solved with good performance.

In this paper, we tackle the problem of cross-layer network
planning for FlexE-over-EONs, and focus our problem-solving
on the most challenging setting,i.e., the FlexE-over-EONs
based on the FlexE-aware architecture. We first consider a
simple “single-hop” scenario, where all the traffic flows from
MAC interfaces are still assumed to be routed over end-to-end
lightpaths in the EON. We prove that the cross-layer planning
for this single-hop scenario can be transformed into the class
constrained bin packing problem (CCBP) [22], and leverage
the primal-dual interior-point (PDIP) method [23] to design a
polynomial-time approximation algorithm for solving it.

Next, we expand our study to consider a more realistic
multi-hop scenario, where each traffic flow from MAC in-
terfaces can be routed over multiple lightpaths in the EON
[24, 25]. We first formulate an integer linear programming
(ILP) model to tackle the virtual topology design in it,
and then propose a polynomial-time approximation algorithm
by modifying the well-known branch-and-bond method [26].

After solving the virtual topology design in the multi-hop
scenario, we obtain the hop-by-hop lightpath routing of each
traffic flow from MAC interfaces, and thus transform the cross-
layer planning to that of the single-hop scenario. To measure
the performance of our two-step method for the multi-hop
scenario, we also propose a heuristic algorithm. Finally, we run
extensive simulations to evaluate our proposals, and the results
confirm that regarding large-scale cross-layer planning for
FlexE-over-EONs, our approximation algorithms outperform
the ILP/MILP models significantly in terms of running time,
and their solutions are much better than those of the heuristic.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides a brief survey on the related work. We describe
the network model in Section III. The algorithm designs
for the single-hop and multi-hop scenarios are discussed in
Sections IV and V, respectively. We present simulation results
in Section VI. Finally, Section VII summarizes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Ethernet is a successful technology that has proven its
efficiency in interconnecting network elements and carrying
IP traffic in access and metro networks. However, when it
comes to covering relatively large geographical areas, Ethernet
needs the assistance from OTN to overcome physical-layer
impairments [27]. Hence, Ethernet-over-OTN has become a
common practice in metro and core networks. Nevertheless,
traditional Ethernet interfaces were not developed on account
of the standard data-rates in OTN. The introduction of FlexE
resolves this mismatch [6], and thus FlexE-over-OTN can
deliver improved efficiency and flexibility. On the other hand,
to accommodate the dynamic traffic from Ethernet, OTN
should be able to allocate bandwidth in a sub-wavelength
granularity and not be restricted by the fixed wavelength
grids [28], which can be realized with EONs. Therefore, Flex
and EON can benefit each other mutually, and we expect
that the deployment of FlexE-over-EONs in future Internet
will help operators realize effective traffic grooming and
scheduling optimization, and thus both the capital expenditure
(CAPEX) and the operating expense (OPEX) can be greatly
reduced [9, 21]. Last but not least, the bandwidth allocation
mechanism of FlexE makes it easier to slice virtual networks
in a FlexE-over-EON [6], while virtual network slicing is an
important technique to improve the resource utilization and
cost-effectiveness in today’s core and metro networks [29–31].

FlexE-over-EON is essentially one type of packet-over-
EONs. As a packet-over-EON consists of both packet and
optical layers, the network planning and service provisioning
in it need to consider the multilayer scenario. Specifically, its
operator needs to address at least two tasks,i.e., the virtual
topology design and traffic grooming. The virtual topology
design is for the operator to establish lightpaths in the optical
layer to layout the virtual links for supporting the traffic
matrix of the packet layer, and it needs to solve the famous
routing and spectrum assignment (RSA) problem [32–37]. The
traffic grooming is to groom and route packet flows over
the virtual links (i.e., the lightpaths) [38, 39]. Previously,
considering different network environment and optimization
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objective, the studies in [38–42] have formulated various
ILP/MILP models and designed numerous heuristic algorithms
to address the network planning and service provisioning
in packet-over-EONs. However, none of these studies have
considered FlexE-over-EONs, and because they did not take
the special features of FlexE into account, their approaches can
hardly be leveraged to solve the cross-layer network planning
for FlexE-over-EONs, especially for the traffic grooming part.

For the problem of traffic grooming in packet-over-EONs,
the most well-known approach is based on the auxiliary graphs
(AGs) [43–46]. Zhanget al. [43] proposed a three-layer
AG model to address the mixed-electrical-optical grooming
in packet-over-EONs under a dynamic traffic scenario. Also
considering dynamic service provisioning, the study in [44]
addressed the mixed channel traffic grooming in a shared
backup path protected packet-over-EON and designed an AG-
based heuristic to solve the problem. The authors of [45]
formulated an ILP model to fully explore the adaptivity of
packet-over-EONs for multilayer restoration, and they also
proposed an AG-based heuristic to reduce the time complexity
of network planning. In [46], energy-efficient traffic grooming
has been tackled in consideration of different kinds of BV-
Ts and traffic scenarios. Nevertheless, all these studies did not
address FlexE-over-EONs either, and they relied on ILP/MILP
models and heuristics to solve the problem of traffic grooming,
which either will become intractable for large-scale problems
or cannot provide approximation solutions whose gaps to the
optimal ones are bounded.

The architectural advantages of FlexE-over-OTNs have been
analyzed in [47, 48]. However, they only performed conceptual
analysis but did not address the actual problem of cross-layer
network planning. The cross-layer planning of FlexE-over-
OTNs was first considered in [49], but the authors relied on the
assumption that T-Boxes do not have FlexE-awareness,i.e., the
FlexE-partially-aware and FlexE-aware architectures were not
addressed. The study in [50] was the first one that comprehen-
sively accounted the FlexE-unaware, FlexE-partially-aware,
and FlexE-aware architectures and investigated the cross-layer
planning in them. Later on, the authors extended their work in
[9], where they formulated ILP models and designed greedy-
based heuristics to solve the cross-layer planning. Neverthe-
less, since the heuristics are not approximation algorithms,
they cannot get the solutions whose performance gaps to the
optimal ones are bounded. Moreover, the studies in [9, 50] did
not consider FlexE-over-EONs. In [21], we formulated MILP
models to optimize the cross-layer planning in FlexE-over-
EONs and utilized their results to demonstrate the benefits
of FlexE-over-EONs over FlexE-over-WDMs. However, the
problem-solving did not use realistic assumptions or consider
the designs of approximation algorithms. Therefore, to thebest
of our knowledge, this is the first study that tackles the cross-
layer planning in FlexE-over-EONs with in-depth theoretical
analysis and approximation algorithm designs.

III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

In this section, we first explain the operation principle of
FlexE-over-EONs in the FlexE-aware architecture, and then
describe the network model for cross-layer planning.
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Fig. 2. Example on FlexE-over-EON in the FlexE-aware architecture.

A. Operation Principle

Similar to the FlexE-over-WDMs discussed in [9], FlexE-
over-EONs can also be realized based on the FlexE-unaware,
FlexE-partially-aware, and FlexE-aware architectures. In the
FlexE-unaware architecture, the connections between PHYs
and BV-Ts are preset and the BV-Ts have to use a fixed data-
rate, while in the FlexE-partially-aware architecture, the BV-Ts
can adjust their data-rates according to the usage of the CS’
in PHYs. Note that, in these two architectures, only the router
cards possess FlexE shims, and this limits their flexibility. On
the other hand, the T-Boxes in the FlexE-aware architectureare
equipped with FlexE shims, which can recognize the data from
each MAC interface in the PHYs, and thus flow-level routing
can be realized through the T-Boxes [7, 9]. In other words, the
FlexE-aware architecture places FlexE shims not only between
the MAC interfaces and PHYs but also between the PHYs and
T-Boxes. Hence, instead of directly mapping PHYs to the BV-
Ts in each T-Box, the architecture can sort out the data in each
PHY and map it to the BV-Ts accordingly. Our analysis in
[21] has already verified that the FlexE-aware architectureis
the most flexible and promising one for realizing FlexE-over-
EONs. Therefore, this work only considers the FlexE-aware
architecture for the cross-layer planning of FlexE-over-EONs.

Fig. 2 shows an example on the FlexE-over-EON in the
FlexE-aware architecture. Note that, the overall architectures
of FlexE-over-EONs and FlexE-over-WDMs are very similar,
except for that FlexE-over-EONs are equipped with BV-Ts.
Hence, Fig. 2 is adapted from the FlexE-over-WDM in the
FlexE-aware architecture in [9]. There are three nodes (i.e.,
NodesA-C) in the FlexE-over-EON, and the colored boxes in
the router card of each node represent the flows from/to the
MAC interfaces of its FlexE clients. For the FlexE-over-EON,
the cross-layer planning assigns flows from MAC clients to
one or more T-Boxes through the PHYs connected to them,
and then the flows will be transmitted with the CS’ in these
PHYs, which is realized by leveraging the bonding, sub-rating
and channelization mechanisms of FlexE [7]. Next, because
each T-Box can identify the flows in the PHYs connected to
it, the cross-layer planning also lets it serve flows with its
BV-Ts according to the flows’ destinations.

For instance, if we assume that the total capacity of a T-Box
is 400 Gbps and the capacity of each BV-T in a T-Box can
be adjusted with a granularity of12.5 Gpbs, the flows from
NodeA to NodesB andC can be planned as illustrated in
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Fig. 2. Specifically, the cross-layer planning is conductedas
follows. We first map the top four flows inNodeA to the PHYs
that connects to its first T-Box. Among the four flows, the first
three are all forA-B and their total capacity is265 Gbps. This
means that they can be sent out through the first BV-T with
the rate of275 Gbps (i.e., corresponding to22 frequency slots
(FS’) in the EON, if an FS is assumed to provide a capacity of
12.5 Gbps). Then, the remaining capacity in the first T-box is
125 Gbps, which can only accommodate the fourth flow (i.e.,
A-C at 60 Gbps). This is the reason why we only allocate
the top four flows to the first T-Box inNodeA. The second
BV-T in the first T-Box uses a capacity of62.5 Gbps to send
the fourth flow toNodeC, while the last flow is transmitted
through the first BV-T in the second T-Box.

B. Network Model

With the aforementioned example, we can see that regarding
the cross-layer network planning for FlexE-over-EON in the
FlexE-aware architecture, two mappings need to be solved,
i.e., flows from the MAC interfaces of FlexE clients to FlexE
PHYs, and FlexE PHYs to T-Boxes. The two mappings are
correlated with each other, and they are both restricted by the
working principle of FlexE-over-EONs. Therefore, the cross-
layer planning is a complex problem to solve.

As shown in Fig. 2, each node in a FlexE-over-EON consists
of router cards (on the FlexE side) and T-Boxes (on the EON
side). We assume that each node equips with a fixed number
of router cards, and each router card can send data through
P PHYs and use them to connect toT T-Boxes. Note that,
due to the restrictions from hardware complexity and cost, a
T-Box usually only possesses a small number of BV-Ts [46],
each of which can only set up one lightpath to a destination.
However, the flows to a router card can choose arbitrary nodes
in the network as destinations. Hence, if we want to ensure the
the flexibility of FlexE-over-EONs, it is reasonable to assume
that the flows to one router card will be served by multiple
T-Boxes,i.e., the capacity of a router card is larger than that of
a T-Box, and this is also the case in practical implementations
[7, 9]. Each router card needs to serve a few client flows from
its MAC interfaces, while the client flows can have different
bandwidth requirements and destination nodes. Each T-Box
consists ofB BV-Ts. We assume that the BV-Ts in each T-Box
are sliceable BV-Ts [15, 17], which means that the capacity
of a BV-T can be adjusted with a granularity of12.5 Gbps
and the total capacity of all the BV-Ts in a T-Box is fixed.

Regarding the network planning in the EON, we consid-
er two scenarios,i.e., the single-hop and multi-hop ones.
The single-hop scenario assumes that the client flows are
transmitted all-optically end-to-end in the EON. In other
words, if a client flow is mapped to a BV-T in one T-Box,
the lightpath from the BV-T will be ended at the flow’s
destination node without any optical-to-electrical-to-optical
(O/E/O) conversions in between. The single-hop scenario over-
simplifies the network planning, and thus we also consider the
multi-hop scenario in which each client flow can be routed
over multiple lightpaths with O/E/O conversions and de-/re-
grooming in intermediate nodes. Here, the O/E/O conversions

are introduced to move the client flows between the EON
and FlexE layers, but they are not for bypassing the spectrum
continuity constraint on lightpaths. Hence, whether they cause
wavelength conversions or not is irrelevant to our problem
solving. Actually, the key problem in the multi-hop scenario
is the virtual topology design,i.e., how to plan the lightpaths
to carry all the client flows with multi-hop routing. This is
because after getting the virtual topology, we transform the
network planning into that in the single-hop scenario.

For both scenarios, the cross-layer planning tries to mini-
mize the number of T-Boxes used to carry the client flows.
Since previous studies have already addressed the RSA in
EONs intensively, we would not explicitly solve it in our cross-
layer planning. Specifically, after the lightpaths have been
planned, their RSA schemes can be obtained by leveraging an
existing algorithm (e.g., the fragmentation-aware approaches
in [12, 34, 51]). Note that, the problem considered in this
work is for static network planning, which means that it
needs to be solved before a network operator actually builds
its FlexE-over-EON. Therefore, similar to other studies on
EON planning (e.g., in [32]), we assume that the optical
spectra in the EON will always be sufficient to support all the
lightpaths, and all the client flows will be served. To ensure
this assumption is practical, we can analyze the capacity of
fiber links in the EON and limit the maximum number of T-
Boxes per node accordingly. This makes our network model
consider the fiber capacity constraints implicitly. In our future
work, we will address the cases in which request blocking will
occur due to insufficient fiber capacity.

IV. SINGLE-HOP SCENARIO

In this section, we design algorithms to solve the cross-layer
network planning in the single-hop scenario. We first formulate
an MILP model [21] to describe the optimization, leverage itto
transform the cross-layer planning to the class constrained bin
packing problem (CCBP) [22], and then propose a polynomial-
time approximation algorithm for it. We also design a greedy-
based heuristic, which can be used as the benchmark for the
performance comparisons related to large-scale problems.

A. MILP Model

The following MILP model describe the cross-layer plan-
ning for a FlexE-over-EON in the FlexE-aware architecture.

Notations:
• G(V,E): the FlexE-over-EON’s physical topology, where
V andE are the sets of nodes and fiber links, respectively.

• R: the set of client flows, whereri is thei-th client flow,
which has a bandwidth demand ofwi in Gbps and the
source-destination pair assi-di.

• P : the number of PHYs that each router card can use.
• T : the number of T-Boxes that each router card can use.
• B: the number of BV-Ts in each T-Box.
• Kv: the set of router cards in nodev, wherek ∈ Kv

refers to such a router card.
• Bv: the set of BV-Ts in nodev, whereb ∈ Bv refers to

such a BV-T (i.e., its T-Box and router card are denoted
as tv,b andkv,b, respectively).
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• Bv,t: the set of BV-Ts in T-Boxt of nodev.
• Tv,k: the set of T-Boxes that the router cardk in nodev

can use, wheret ∈ Tv,k refers to such a T-Box.
• Cp: the capacity of a PHY in Gbps (Cp = 100 Gbps).
• Cg: the capacity granularity of a BV-T (Cg = 12.5 Gbps).

Variables:

• αi,b: the boolean variable that equals 1 if client flowri ∈
R is transmitted via BV-Tb in nodesi, and 0 otherwise.

• βv,k: the boolean variable that equals 1 if router cardk

in nodev is used, and 0 otherwise.
• βv,b: the boolean variable that equals 1 if BV-Tb in node
v is used, and 0 otherwise.

• βv,t: the boolean variable that equals 1 if T-Boxt in node
v is used, and 0 otherwise.

• pv,b: the nonnegative variable that indicates the used
capacity of BV-Tb in nodev (i.e., in terms ofCg).

• av: the nonnegative integer variable that indicates the
number of used router cards in nodev.

• bv: the nonnegative integer variable that indicates the
number of used T-Boxes in nodev.

• cv: the nonnegative integer variable that indicates the
number of used BV-Ts in nodev.

Objective:
The optimization objective is to minimize the total number

of T-Boxes used in the cross-layer network planning.

Minimize
∑

v∈V

bv. (1)

Constraints:
∑

b∈Bsi

αi,b = 1, ∀ri ∈ R. (2)

Eq. (2) ensures that each flowri is transmitted via one and
only one BV-T in its source nodesi.

αi,b + αj,b ≤ βv,b, ∀v ∈ V, b ∈ Bv ,

{i, j : ri, rj ∈ R, si = sj = v, di 6= dj}.
(3)

Eq. (3) ensures that a BV-Tb in nodev can only carry the
client flows whose destination nodes are the same.

∑

{i:ri∈R, si=v}

αi,b · wi ≤ pv,b · Cg, ∀v ∈ V, b ∈ Bv. (4)

Eq. (4) ensures that the total bandwidth of all the client flows
assigned to each BV-Tb does not exceed the BV-T’s capacity,
wherewi is the bandwidth demand of thei-th client flow.

∑

b∈Bv,t

∑

{i:ri∈R, si=v}

αi,b · wi ≤
Cp · P

T
,

∀v ∈ V, k ∈ Kv, t ∈ Tv,k.

(5)

Eq. (5) ensures that the total bandwidth of all the client flows
assigned to each T-Boxt does not exceed the T-Box’s capacity.

βv,b ≤ βv,kv,b
, ∀v ∈ V, b ∈ Bv. (6)

Eq. (6) ensures that when a BV-Tb in nodev is used, the
corresponding router card is also marked as used.

βv,b ≤ βv,tv,b , ∀v ∈ V, b ∈ Bv. (7)

Eq. (7) ensures that when a BV-Tb in nodev is used, the
corresponding T-Box is also marked as used.

∑

k∈Kv

βv,k ≤ av, ∀v ∈ V, (8)

∑

k∈Kv

∑

t∈Tt

βv,t ≤ bv, ∀v ∈ V, (9)

∑

b∈Bv

βv,b ≤ cv, ∀v ∈ V. (10)

Eqs. (8)-(10) ensure that the values ofav, bv, and cv are
correctly set, respectively.

Lemma 1. The cross-layer network planning modeled with
the MILP above can be transformed into a general case of
CCBP, and thus it is anNP-hard problem.

Proof: First of all, we can easily verify that in the single-
hop scenario, minimizing the total number of used T-Boxes
is equivalent to minimizing the number of T-Boxes used in
each node. Therefore, we decompose the optimization in the
MILP into |V | independent subproblems. For the subproblem
about nodev ∈ V , we treat all the client flows that originate
from nodev as items, each of which has a size ofwi (i.e., the
bandwidth demand) and a color classdi (i.e., the destination
node). Each T-Box in nodev is treated as a bin whose size
capacity isCp·P

T
, and it can accommodate items withB (i.e.,

the number of BV-Ts in each T-Box) color classes at most.
Then, we transform the subproblem into a general case of
CCBP [22]. Hence, the cross-layer network planning can be
transformed into a general case of CCBP. As CCBP is an
NP-hard problem, we also prove itsNP-hardness.

B. Approximation Algorithm Design

Since the cross-layer planning for FlexE-over-EONs isNP-
hard, we will not try to design exact algorithms for it but
decide to propose a polynomial-time approximation algorithm.
The main idea of the approximation algorithm is to classify
flows into different types based on their bandwidth demands
and process the flows in the same type similarly, and thus
the time complexity can be significantly reduced compared to
solving the MILP directly. Meanwhile, as the problem can be
transformed into CCBP, we can leverage the primary-dual in-
terior point (PDIP) method [23] to develop the approximation
algorithm.Algorithm1 shows the overall procedure. Here, we
need to obtain the capacity of each T-Box as an input,i.e.,

Cmax =
Cp · P

T
. (11)

The for-loop checks each nodev ∈ V and minimizes the
number of used T-Boxes in it in each iteration (Lines 1-8).
Here,Lines2-3 are for the initialization, and we define the size
of each flow as its normalized bandwidth demand1. Then,Line
4 usesAlgorithm2 to classify flows inRv into small, medium,
and largest ones according to the flows’ sizes and the preset
toleranceε. Next, we construct a linear programming (LP) to

1Note that, the normalization inLine 3 is just for the convenience of
choosing the value ofε and classifying the flows accordingly, but it is not
mandatory,i.e., Algorithm 1 can operate without it.
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serve the medium flows and utilizeAlgorithm 3 to solve it
with the PDIP method (Line 5). Finally, we serve the small
and largest flows withAlgorithm 4 and obtain the number of
used T-Boxes in nodev (Lines6-7). In Line 9, after checking
all the nodes inV , we return the total number of used T-Boxes.

Algorithm 1: Overall Procedure of PDIP-based Ap-
proximation Algorithm

Input : Physical topologyG(V,E), set of client flows
R, capacity of a T-BoxCmax, and toleranceε.

Output : Total number of used T-Boxes.

1 for each nodev ∈ V do
2 store all client flows originating fromv in setRv;
3 normalize bandwidth demands of flows inRv as

ŵi =
wi

Cmax

, and use it as the size of each flow;
4 useAlgorithm 2 to classify flows inRv as small,

medium, and largest ones based on their sizes;
5 build an LP to serve medium flows and use

Algorithm 3 to solve it;
6 serve small and largest flows withAlgorithm 4;
7 calculate number of used T-Boxes to store inbv;
8 end
9 return (

∑

v∈V

bv);

1) Flow Classification:To serve the flows originating from
each nodev ∈ V , we first classify them into a few subsets and
label them as small, medium and largest ones withAlgorithm2
[22]. Lines1-2 are for the initialization. InLines3-11, we first
check each flowri ∈ Rv, and define its color asdi (i.e., flows
to the same destination node have the same color). Then, if the
flow’s sizeŵi is not larger than the preset toleranceε, we mark
it as a small flow and insert it in setRS

v (Line 6). Otherwise,
the flow is inserted in setRL,u

v according to its color (Lines
8-9). Next, the for-loop that coversLines12-22 further divides
RL,u

v into K = 1

ε2
subsets. Specifically, if there are at least

K flows in RL,u
v , we divide it into subsets{RL,u

v,1 , · · · , R
L,u
v,K}

(Line 16), where the size of each subset satisfies
⌈

|RL,u
v | · ε2

⌉

= |RL,u
v,1 | ≥ · · · |RL,u

v,k | ≥

· · · ≥ |RL,u

v,K | =
⌊

|RL,u
v | · ε2

⌋

.
(12)

Otherwise, we setRL,u
v,1 as an empty set, and divideRL,u

v into
K−1 subsets whose sizes also satisfy Eq. (12) (Lines18-19).
Here, for eachu ∈ V ′, the flows inRL,u

v,1 have the largest sizes,
and thus we mark them as largest ones, while the remaining
flows in {RL,u

v,2 , · · · , R
L,u
v,K} are labeled as medium ones (Line

21). Finally, we set the size of each medium flow as the largest
size in its subset withLines23-27.

2) Serving Medium Flows:Next, we try to serve all the
medium flows at first, which can be done by formulating a
linear program (LP) and solving it with the PDIP method [23].
For each nodev ∈ V , we denote its set of medium flows as

R
M
v =

⋃

u∈V ′

(

K
⋃

k=2

R
L,u

v,k

)

. (13)

Algorithm 2: Flow Classification
Input : Set of client flows from nodev (Rv) with

normalized bandwidths{ŵi}, and toleranceε.
Output : Sets of classified client flowsRS

v and
{RL,u

v,k , ∀k ∈ [1, 1

ε2
], ∀u ∈ V ′}.

1 denote destination set of flows inRv asV ′ = V \ v;
2 RS

v = ∅, {RL,u
v = ∅, ∀u ∈ V ′};

3 for each flowri ∈ Rv do
4 define the color ofri as its destinationdi ∈ V ′;
5 if ŵi ≤ ε then
6 mark ri as a small flow and insert it inRS

v ;
7 else
8 obtain the color ofri asu = di;
9 insert flowri in RL,u

v ;
10 end
11 end
12 for each nodeu ∈ V ′ do
13 K = 1

ε2
;

14 sort flows inRL,u
v in descending order of sizes;

15 if |RL,u
v | ≥ K then

16 partitionRL,u
v into {RL,u

v,1 , · · · , R
L,u
v,K} in

sorted order to satisfy Eq. (12), whereRL,u
v,1

contains the flows with the largest sizes;
17 else
18 setRL,u

v,1 = ∅;
19 divide RL,u

v into {RL,u
v,2 , · · · , R

L,u
v,K} in sorted

order to satisfy Eq. (12);
20 end
21 mark eachri ∈ R

L,u
v,1 as a largest flow, and label

the remaining flows inRL,u
v as medium ones;

22 end
23 for each nodeu ∈ V ′ do
24 for eachk ∈ [2,K] do
25 set sizes of all flows inRL,u

v,k as max
ri∈R

L,u

v,k

(ŵi);

26 end
27 end
28 return (RS

v and{RL,u
v,k , ∀k ∈ [1, 1

ε2
], ∀u ∈ V ′});

Before formulating the LP to serve all the flows inRM
v , we

need to clarify the definitions of “flow type” and “allocation
mode” since they are the key concepts for understanding it.

Definition 1. Since all the flows inRL,u
v,k have the same size

after Algorithm 2, we denote their size as̃wu
v,k. Hence, we

definethe type of each flowin R
L,u
v,k as the tuple(w̃u

v,k, u).
We denote the set of flow types asFT .

Definition 2. An allocation modem is a possible assignment
of certain flows inRM

v to a T-Box, which includes|FT | + 1
components. In the first|FT | components, thej-th one rep-
resents the number of type-j flows (j ∈ [1, |FT |]) that are
allocated to the T-Box. As each T-Box consists ofT BV-Ts,
the flows allocated to the T-Box cannot have more thanT

colors. Hence, the last component ofm represents the set of
the colors of the flows that are assigned to the T-Box, and we
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denote the component asDest(m).

SinceRM
v is known, we can obtain all the feasible allocation

modes to assign certain medium flows in it to a T-Box and
store them in setM, based on which the LP is formulated as

Notations:

• M: the set of allocation modes, where eachm ∈ M
represents a feasible allocation mode to assign certain
medium flows to a T-Box.

• FT : the set of flow types.
• kj,m: the number of type-j flows (j ∈ [1, |FT |]), which

are assigned in allocation modem ∈ M.
• kj : the total number of type-j flows in RM

v .

Variables:

• γm: the nonnegative integer variable that indicates the
number of T-Boxes that serve flows according to alloca-
tion modem, in the final network planning forRM

v .
• δu,V̂ : the nonnegative real variable that indicates the

bandwidth reserved for small flows with coloru in
a T-Box, which uses an allocation modem satisfying
Dest(m) = V̂ , whereV̂ is a subset ofV ′ that includes
T colors, andu is a color inV̂ .

Objective:
The optimization objective of the LP is still to minimize the

total number of used T-Boxes.

Minimize
∑

m∈M

γm. (14)

Constraints:
∑

m∈M

kj,m · γm ≥ kj , ∀j ∈ [1, |FT |]. (15)

Eq. (15) ensures that all the flows inRM
v are served.

∑

{m:Dest(m)=V̂ }



1−

|FT |
∑

j=1

kj,m · w̃j



 · γm ≥
∑

u∈V̂

δu,V̂ ,

{V̂ : V̂ ⊆ V
′
, |V̂ | = T},

(16)

∑

{V̂ :V̂ ⊆V ′, |V̂ |=T}

δu,V̂ ≥
∑

{ri:ri∈RS
v ,di=u}

ŵi, ∀u ∈ V
′
. (17)

Eqs. (16)-(17) ensure that the bandwidths reserved in all the
T-Boxes are enough for serving the small flows inRS

v , where
the w̃j in Eq. (16) denotes the size of type-j medium flows.

γm ≥ 0, ∀m ∈ M, (18)

δu,V̂ ≥ 0, ∀u ∈ V̂ , {V̂ : V̂ ⊆ V
′
, |V̂ | = T}. (19)

Eqs. (18)-(19) ensure that the variables are nonnegative.
As the LP above is formulated based on allocation modes,

the number of variables in it takes a polynomial form. Hence,
the LP can be solved in polynomial-time with the PDIP
method [23].Algorithm 3 shows the detailed procedure.

Algorithm 3: Solving the LP to Serve Medium Flows

1 transform the LP into the standard form [52], whose
total number of variables is denoted asN ;

2 get the dual problem of the LP;
3 obtain the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condition [53]

for the primal-dual problem;
4 define a “duality measure”µ to check the gap to the

optimal solution;
5 while µ ≥ ε

N
do

6 solve the nonlinear optimization constructed with
the Jacobian matrix of the KKT condition for the
primary-dual problem;

7 use the obtained solutionX to updateµ;
8 end
9 convertX to the solution of the LP:{γ∗

m, δ
u,V̂

};
10 γm = ⌈γ∗

m⌉;
11 return ({γm, δ

u,V̂
});

3) Serving Small and Largest Flows:Finally, we design
Algorithm 4 to serve the small and largest flows based on the
network planning for the medium ones. Here, for nodev ∈ V ,
the set of largest flows can be obtained as

R
L
v =

⋃

u∈V ′

R
L,u
v,1 . (20)

In Lines 1-3, we allocate a new T-Box to serve each largest
flow in RL

v . Next, the for-loop coveringLines 4-11 tries to
serve small flows with the remaining bandwidths in the T-
Boxes that have been allocated to carry medium flows by
Algorithm 3. Finally, if there are still unserved small flows,
we allocate new T-Boxes to serve them (Lines12-14).

4) Complexity Analysis and Approximation Ratio:It is easy
to verify that Algorithms 2 and 4 are polynomial-time, and
the time complexity of the overall procedure inAlgorithm 1
is dominated by that of the PDIP method inAlgorithm 3.
Meanwhile, we know that the PDIP method can be accom-
plished in polynomial-time [23]. Therefore,Algorithm 1 is a
polynomial-time algorithm to solve the cross-layer planning
for FlexE-over-EON in the single-hop scenario.

Algorithm 2 ensures that the number of flow types for the
medium flows inRM

v is at most|V ′|·( 1

ε2
−1), and for any flow

in R
L,u
v,k (k ≥ 2), its new sizew̃u

v,k will not be greater than

the original size of any flow inRL,u
v,k−1

. Hence, if we define
the optimal solution of flow setR asOPT (R), we have

OPT (RM
v ) ≤ OPT (Rv). (21)

Next, the performance of the PDIP method inAlgorithm 3
guarantees that its solution{γm, m ∈ M} satisfies [23]
∑

m∈M

γm ≤ (1 + ε) ·OPT (RM
v ) + (|FT |+ |V ′|+ |V ′|T ), (22)

whereε is the preset tolerance and(|FT |+ |V ′|+ |V ′|T ) is a
constant. We then consider the largest flows inRL

v . Note that,
the operation principle of the cross-layer planning ensures

∑

ri∈RM
v

ŵi ≤ OPT (RM
v ). (23)
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Algorithm 4: Serving the Small and Largest Flows

Input : Set of largest flowsRL
v , set of small flowsRS

v ,
and the solution ofAlgorithm 3: {γm, δ

u,V̂
}.

Output : Number of additional T-Boxes.

1 for each largest flowri ∈ RL
v do

2 assignri to a new T-Box (dedicated to it only);
3 end
4 for each used allocation modem based on{γm} do
5 V̂ = Dest(m);
6 calculate remaining bandwidth in the T-Box that

usesm asσm;
7 for each coloru ∈ V̂ do
8 calculate the remaining bandwidth for small

flows with coloru asσm,u;
9 assign unserved small flows with coloru to

the current T-Box greedily in descending
order of their sizes untilσm,u is used up;

10 end
11 end
12 for each coloru ∈ V̂ do
13 allocate new T-Boxes and assign unserved small

flows with coloru (if there are any) to them;
14 end
15 return (Number of additional T-Boxes);

Meanwhile, for eachu ∈ V ′, we have

|RL,u
v,1 | ≤ 3ε2 · |RL,u

v \ RL,u
v,1 | ≤ 3ε ·

∑

ri∈(R
L,u
v \R

L,u
v,1

)

ŵi, (24)

as long as we haveε ≤ 1

3
. Therefore, by adding up the two

sides of the inequality in Eq. (24), we have

|RL
v | ≤ 3ε ·

∑

ri∈RM
v

ŵi ≤ 3ε · OPT (RM
v ). (25)

Hence, based onLines 1-3 in Algorithm 4, we can conclude
that the number of the additional T-Boxes caused by the largest
flows in RL

v is upper-bounded by3ε ·OPT (RM
v ). Finally, we

consider the small flows inRS
v . The LP solved byAlgorithm3

ensures that the bandwidth reserved for small flows with color
u in a T-Box, which uses an allocation modem satisfying
Dest(m) = V̂ andu ∈ V̂ , is at leastδ

u,V̂
. This suggests that

for eachm ∈ M andu ∈ Dest(m), there is at most one small
flow that has not been served afterLine 11 of Algorithm 4.
Consequently, with the condition that the size of any small
flow will not be greater thanε, we can conclude that the
additional bandwidths for these small flows are at most

T ·ε·
∑

m∈M

γ
∗
m ≤ T ·ε·(1+ε)·OPT (RM

v ) ≤ 2T ·ε·OPT (RM
v ), (26)

where γ∗
m denotes the exact solution to the LP. Hence, the

number of additional T-Boxes for these small flows is at most

2T · ε ·OPT (RM
v )

1− ε
+ |V ′| ≤ 3T · ε ·OPT (RM

v ). (27)

By summarizing the right sides of the inequalities in Eqs. (22),
(25) and (27), we obtain that the total number of T-Boxes is

upper-bounded by

̟ = [1+ ε · (3T +4)] ·OPT (RM
v )+ (|FT |+ |V ′|+ |V ′|T ), (28)

which leads to an approximation ratio of
̟

OPT (Rv)
≤

̟

OPT (RM
v )

= [1 + ε · (3T + 4)] +

(

|FT |+ |V ′|+ |V ′|T

OPT (RM
v )

)

,

(29)
according to Eq. (21). To this end, we verify thatAlgorithm
1 is a polynomial-time approximation algorithm.

C. Heuristic Algorithm for Single-Hop Scenario

For the performance comparisons in Section VI, we still
need a heuristic for the single-hop scenario. However, as the
cross-layer planning in FlexE-over-EONs has not been studied
in the literature, we cannot directly adopt an existing heuristic.
Therefore, we leverage the idea in [9] to design a greedy-based
heuristic, as shown inAlgorithm 5. Specifically, the heuristic
serves all the client flows inR sequentially in the greedy
manner, using the outer for-loop (Lines 1-15). For each flow
rk ∈ R, we first try to leverage a used T-Box in its source
sk to transmit it todk (Lines 3-11). If this fails, we allocate
a new T-Box insk to serverk (Line 12-14). We can easily
verify that Algorithm 5 is also a polynomial-time algorithm.
Nevertheless, it can only provide feasible solutions, but cannot
guarantee bounded performance gaps to the optimal solutions.

Algorithm 5: Heuristic for Single-Hop Scenario

Input : Physical topologyG(V,E), set of client flows
R, and capacity of a T-BoxCmax.

Output : Total number of used T-Boxes.

1 for each flowrk ∈ R do
2 flag = 0;
3 for each used T-Boxt in source nodesk do
4 if flag = 0 then
5 if T-Box t has enough capacity to support

wk and one of its BV-Ts goes todk then
6 flag = 1;
7 assignrk to t and update its capacity;
8 break;
9 end

10 end
11 end
12 if flag = 0 then
13 allocate a new T-Box insk to serverk and

connect a BV-T in it todk;
14 end
15 end
16 return (Total number of used T-Boxes);

V. M ULTI -HOP SCENARIO

In this section, we consider the multi-hop scenario where
each client flow can be routed over multiple lightpaths with
O/E/O conversions and de-/re-grooming in intermediate nodes.
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We tackle the cross-layer planning for the multi-hop scenario
with a two-step approach. Specifically, we first solve the virtual
topology design to plan the smallest number of lightpaths for
carrying all the client flows with multi-hop routing, and then
map the client flows in each node to T-Boxes withAlgorithm1.
Therefore, the focus of this section is the virtual topologyde-
sign, which can be modeled with the common flow-based ILP
in Appendix A. We propose a polynomial-time approximation
algorithm to solve the ILP, and for performance evaluations,
we also design a greedy-based heuristic for handling the multi-
hop scenario with one algorithm.

Note that, different from the single-hop scenario, the two-
step approach does not tackle the cross-layer planning with
only one optimization. This can make it lose certain optimality.
More precisely, because we divide the original problem into
two optimizations, a lower bound cannot be computed in the
procedure, and thus we cannot obtain the approximation ratio
analytically. However, as we design the optimizations in the
two steps to work coordinately and propose approximation
algorithms for the optimizations in both steps, the performance
of the overall cross-layer planning can be maintained well.We
will verify this with the simulations in Section VI.

A. Approximation Algorithm for Virtual Topology

Previous studies have already verified that the virtual topol-
ogy design in network planning is anNP-hard problem [38,
42]. Therefore, we also restore to design a polynomial-time
approximation algorithm for it. Specifically, we design theap-
proximation algorithm by leveraging the well-known branch-
and-bound method [26], and fix the number of iterations to
get a modified branch-and-bound (MBB) approach. By doing
so, the proposed algorithm can obtain a qualified solution in
polynomial-time. Note that, the MBB approach might not be
generalized to all ILP models, and it is applicable to the virtual
topology design due to the characteristics of our ILP model.

Algorithm 6 shows the procedure of the MBB-based ap-
proximation algorithm.Lines 1-3 are for the initialization.
Specifically, we relax the ILP for virtual topology design to
an LP, solve the LP with the PDIP method whose procedure is
similar to that ofAlgorithm3, and obtain a solution{xi,j , y

i,j
k }

in real numbers. Then, the for-loop covering Lines 4-15 usesI

iterations to optimize the solution of the LP. In each iteration,
we select thexi,j whose value is the maximum, mark it as
processed, and use its value to generate new constraints and
get two new LPsL1 andL2 (Lines5-8). Then, we solve the
new LPs, and utilize the one that provides the smaller objective
to update the solution of the original LP (Lines9-14). After the
for-loop,Line 16 rounds up the real numbers in{xi,j , y

i,j
k } to

get an integer solution. However, since the solution obtained
in Line 16 is just an approximation one, it might set the value
of yi,jk larger than the correct one,i.e., two routing paths might
be assigned to a flowrk. Hence, we recalculate the routing
path of each flow by applying the Dijkstra’s algorithm on the
designed virtual topology (governed by{xi,j}), and update
{yi,jk } accordingly (Lines17-20).

The time complexity ofAlgorithm 6 is still dominated by
that of the PDIP method, and thus it is a polynomial-time

Algorithm 6: MBB-based Virtual Topology Design
Input : Set of nodesV , set of client flowsR, preset

number of iterationsI, and toleranceε.
Output : Virtual topology design{xi,j , y

i,j
k }.

1 relax the ILP of Eqs. (31)-(39) to get an LP;
2 solve the LP with PDIP method (similar procedure of

Algorithm 3) to get a solution{xi,j , y
i,j
k };

3 mark variables{xi,j , ∀i, j} as unprocessed and store
them in setX ;

4 for n = 1 to I do
5 x̂ = max

xi,j∈X
(xi,j), (i∗, j∗) = argmax

xi,j∈X

(xi,j);

6 markxi∗,j∗ as processed and remove it fromX ;
7 add a new constraint to the LP:xi∗,j∗ ≥ ⌊x̂⌋+ 1,

to get a new LPL1;
8 add a new constraint to the LP:xi∗,j∗ ≤ ⌊x̂⌋, to

get another new LPL2;
9 solve LPsL1 andL2 with PDIP method;

10 select LP with smaller objective fromL1 andL2;
11 denote solution of the chosen LP as{x̃i,j , ỹ

i,j
k };

12 if all variables{⌈x̃i,j⌉} satisfy Eq.(32) then
13 xi,j = x̃i,j , y

i,j
k = ỹ

i,j
k , ∀i, j, k;

14 end
15 end
16 xi,j = ⌈xi,j⌉, y

i,j
k = ⌈yi,jk ⌉, ∀i, j, k;

17 for eachrk ∈ R do
18 run the Dijkstra’s algorithm in the designed

virtual topology forrk to finalize its routing path;
19 update{yi,jk } accordingly;
20 end
21 return ({xi,j, y

i,j
k });

algorithm. Based on the principle of the MBB-based approach,
we can get the approximation ratio ofAlgorithm 6 as [26]

(1 + ε) +

[

|V | · (|V | − 1)

OPT

]

, (30)

whereOPT is the objective of the optimal solution. With
the virtual topology designed inAlgorithm 6, we can use the
values of{yi,jk } to easily transform the multi-hop scenario
to the single-hop one. Then, the cross-layer planning can be
solved with the algorithms developed in Section IV.

B. Heuristic Algorithm for Multi-Hop Scenario

Similar to the case for the single-hop scenario, we also
design a greedy-based heuristic for the multi-hop scenario.
Algorithm 7 shows its procedure. For each flowrk ∈ R,
we first try to transmit it directly todk with an end-to-end
lightpath that originates from a used T-Box in its sourcesk
(Lines3-11). If this fails, we then try to calculate a multi-hop
path with the used T-Boxes in the FlexE-over-EON to route
the flow (Lines13-15). But if the path still cannot be found, we
allocate a new T-Box insk to transmitrk to dk with an end-to-
end lightpath (Line 17).Algorithm7 is also a polynomial-time
algorithm without any performance guarantee.
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Algorithm 7: Heuristic for Multi-Hop Scenario
Input : Set of nodesV , set of client flowsR, and

capacity of a T-BoxCmax.
Output : Total number of used T-Boxes.

1 for each flowrk ∈ R do
2 flag = 0;
3 for each used T-Boxt in source nodesk do
4 if flag = 0 then
5 if T-Box t has enough capacity to support

wk and one of its BV-Ts goes todk then
6 flag = 1;
7 assignrk to t and update its capacity;
8 break;
9 end

10 end
11 end
12 if flag = 0 then
13 find a routing path based on used T-Boxes in

the FlexE-over-EON to serverk;
14 if the path can be foundthen
15 serverk with the used T-Boxes on the

path and update their capacities;
16 else
17 allocate a new T-Box insk to serverk

and connect a BV-T in it todk;
18 end
19 end
20 end
21 return (Total number of used T-Boxes);
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Fig. 3. US Backbone topology.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we perform simulations to evaluate the per-
formance of our algorithms for cross-layer network planning.

A. Simulation Setup

The simulations consider both the single-hop and multi-hop
scenarios. For the single-hop scenario, we compare the results
of the MILP model in Section IV-A to those ofAlgorithm
1. Since the client flows originating from different nodes can
be handled independently in the single-hop scenario, we use
the 24-node US Backbone (USB) topology in Fig. 3 as the
physical topology. Regarding the multi-hop scenario, we first

2
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1 4
100

100

100

100

100 100

100

100

Fig. 4. Six-node topology.

compare the performance of the ILP in Appendix A and
Algorithm 6 on virtual topology design. Because the ILP will
become intractable for a relatively large topology, we only
simulate them with the six-node topology in Fig. 4. Then, we
evaluate the combination of approximation algorithms (i.e.,
Algorithms 1 and 6) and the heuristic (Algorithm 7) to see
their overall performance on the cross-layer planning in the
multi-hop scenario, using the USB topology in Fig. 3.

We select the bandwidth demands of client flows from
{10, 40, 25 ·λ} Gbps, whereλ is the bit-rate update multiplier
of MAC interfaces [7, 9] and its value is normally within[1, 8].
To study the performance of cross-layer planning for different
traffic distributions, the simulations consider three scenarios

• Random Traffic: bandwidth demands are randomly select-
ed from{10, 40, 25 · λ} Gbps, where we haveλ ∈ [1, 8].

• Light Traffic: bandwidth demands are randomly selected
from {10, 40, 25 · λ} Gbps, where we haveλ ∈ [1, 4].

• Heavy Traffic: bandwidth demands are randomly selected
from {10, 40, 25 · λ} Gbps, where we haveλ ∈ [5, 8].

The source-destination pair of each flow is randomly selected.
We assume that each T-Box includesB = 2 BV-Ts, the ca-
pacity of a PHY isCp = 100 Gbps, the maximum capacity of
a T-Box isCmax = 400 Gbps, and the capacity granularity of
each BV-T isCg = 12.5 Gbps. In order to ensure the statistical
accuracy of simulation results, we run each simulation with
10 independent sets of client flows, and average the results to
obtain each data point. All the simulations are conducted on
a computer with1.6 GHz Inter Core i5-8250 CPU and8 GB
memory, and the simulation environment is MATLAB 2019a
with Gurobi optimization toolbox.

B. Single-Hop Scenario

For the single-hop scenario, we first generate|R| ∈
{100, 200, 300, 400} client flows in the 24-node USB, and use
the MILP andAlgorithm 1 to solve the cross-layer planning.
Here, we setε = 1

4
in Algorithm 1, and select the number of

T-Boxes in each node (T ) according to|R|. For instance, we
setT = 6 for |R| = 400. Table I shows the simulation results
for the three traffic scenarios, where “Average T-Boxes” refers
to the average number of used T-Boxes per node. We can see
that the numbers of used T-Boxes from the MILP are always
smaller than those fromAlgorithm 1, while the gaps between
the results from the MILP andAlgorithm1 always satisfy the
approximation ratio in Eq. (29). In the meantime, the results
in Table I clearly indicate the advantage of our approximation
algorithm in terms of time complexity. For|R| = 400 client
flows, the running time of the MILP in heavy traffic is more
than7 hours, but that ofAlgorithm 1 is less than0.4 second.
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE OFMILP AND Algorithm1 FOR SINGLE-HOPSCENARIO

|R|

Random Traffic Light Traffic Heavy Traffic

MILP Algorithm 1 MILP Algorithm 1 MILP Algorithm 1

Average Running Average Running Average Running Average Running Average Running Average Running

T-Boxes Time (s) T-Boxes Time (s) T-Boxes Time (s) T-Boxes Time (s) T-Boxes Time (s) T-Boxes Time (s)

100 1.52 6.50 1.81 0.08 1.28 6.26 1.97 0.06 1.69 6.74 2.13 0.09

200 2.49 9.33 2.97 0.16 1.91 7.11 2.57 0.11 2.98 9.85 3.68 0.18

300 3.60 16.19 4.06 0.24 2.32 10.97 3.15 0.17 4.14 59.46 4.99 0.24

400 4.44 32.61 4.97 0.25 2.73 18.40 3.69 0.19 5.35 27685.35 5.90 0.36
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Fig. 5. Large-scale simulation results ofAlgorithm 5 andAlgorithm 1 for single-hop scenario.

Then, we increase the number of client flows to consider
|R| ∈ {500, 1000, 1500, 2000} and further evaluate the per-
formance ofAlgorithm 1. Note that, the MILP has already
become intractable for these cases (i.e., it cannot provide the
solution within24 hours). Hence, we only simulateAlgorithm
1 with ε from { 1

3
, 1

4
, 1

5
} and Algorithm 5. We still selectT

based on|R| (e.g., T = 40 for |R| = 2000), and still consider
the three traffic scenarios. Fig. 5 shows the results, which
indicate thatAlgorithm 1 with ε = 1

4
outperforms those with

ε ∈ { 1

3
, 1
5
} in the random and heavy traffic scenarios, while

in the light traffic scenario, the one withε = 1

3
uses the least

T-Boxes. This suggests that forAlgorithm1, the selection ofε
should be empirical according to the actual traffic distribution.

We observe that for all the simulation scenarios,Algorithm
1 (the approximation algorithm) outperformsAlgorithm 5
(the heuristic) in terms of the average number of T-Boxes
required in the cross-layer planning. This confirms that our
approximation algorithm plans FlexE-over-EONs more cost-
efficiently than a greedy-based heuristic. The running time
of the two algorithms for the problems, whose scales are
the largest in the simulations (i.e., |R| = 2000), is listed
in Table II. We can see that the running time ofAlgorithm
1 decreases withε. This is because with a smallerε, the
iterations inAlgorithm3 take longer time. BecauseAlgorithm
5 is just a greedy-based heuristic that does not use iterative
optimization, it runs much faster thanAlgorithm1. Therefore,
the approximation algorithm sacrifices running time for the
cost-efficiency of cross-layer planning. Note that, our problem
is for static network planning, which should be solved in the
offline manner before the FlexE-over-EON is actually built.
Hence, the running time of network planning algorithms will
not be a serious issue. In other words, the network operator is

willing to spend more time on network planning, as long as the
used algorithm is not intractable and can achieve a significant
saving on the capital expenditure (CAPEX).

TABLE II
RUNNING T IME OF ALGORITHMS FORSINGLE-HOPSCENARIO

Running Time (s)

|R| = 2000
Algorithm 1

ε = 1
3

ε = 1
4

ε = 1
5

1.94 9.71 230.87

Algorithm 5 0.01

C. Multi-Hop Scenario

In the multi-hop scenario, the cross-layer planning needs to
solve two problems, of which the first one is the virtual topol-
ogy design of the underlying EON, and the second one is just
the network planning in the single-hop scenario. Therefore, we
tackle the cross-layer planning with a two-step approach. For
the first problem (i.e., the virtual topology design), we design
both an ILP model and a polynomial-time approximation
algorithm (Algorithm6). Hence, the simulations first compare
the ILP andAlgorithm 6, and due to the time complexity of
the ILP, they only consider the six-node topology in Fig. 4.
Then, in order to evaluate the overall performance of our two-
step approach in the multi-hop scenario, we run simulations
with a large-scale topology (i.e., the 24-node USB in Fig.
3) to compare the combination of approximation algorithms
(Algorithms1 and 6) and the heuristic (Algorithm 7).

In the simulations that compare the performance of the ILP
andAlgorithm6, we generate|R| ∈ {50, 100, 150, 200} client
flows, and select the iteration number asI = |V | · (|V | − 1)
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TABLE III
PERFORMANCE OFILP AND Algorithm6 FOR V IRTUAL TOPOLOGYDESIGN

|R|

Random Traffic Light Traffic Heavy Traffic

ILP Algorithm 6 ILP Algorithm 6 ILP Algorithm 6

Average Running Average Running Average Running Average Running Average Running Average Running

VLs Time (s) VLs Time (s) VLs Time (s) VLs Time (s) VLs Time (s) VLs Time (s)

50 18.80 5.80 20.50 5.74 12.40 20.42 14.20 5.08 19.00 12.87 22.00 5.88

100 29.20 72.88 34.60 9.94 17.00 62.42 21.60 9.21 35.40 361.08 37.80 10.59

150 39.80 145.93 46.00 20.26 23.20 74.46 25.60 20.55 49.40 532.49 57.00 24.87

200 53.20 442.06 60.60 32.65 29.20 371.81 34.40 31.32 63.00 2165.31 70.60 35.98
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Fig. 6. Large-scale simulation results ofAlgorithms1 & 6 (ε = 1
4

) andAlgorithm 7 for multi-hop scenario.

in Algorithm6. The other parameters are the same as those in
the simulations for the single-hop scenario. Table III illustrates
the results for the three traffic scenarios, where “Average VLs”
refers to the average number of planned lightpaths (i.e., virtual
links (VLs)) in the virtual topology. We observed that the
numbers of planned lightpaths from the ILP are always smaller
than those fromAlgorithm 6, while the gaps between the
results from the MILP andAlgorithm 1 always satisfy the
approximation ratio in Eq. (30). Meanwhile, Table IV also
verifies the advantage of our approximation algorithm on time
complexity. For|R| = 200 client flows, the running time of
the ILP in heavy traffic is more than half an hour, but that of
Algorithm 6 is only around35 seconds.

Next, we evaluate the performance of our two-step approach
for the overall cross-layer planning in the multi-hop scenario.
This time, we consider|R| ∈ {500, 1000, 1500, 2000} in the
24-node USB. Note that, both the MILP and ILP have become
intractable in these cases, and thus we only simulate the com-
bination of approximation algorithms (Algorithms1 and 6) and
the heuristic (Algorithm7). For the approximation algorithms,
we setε = 1

4
, and I ∈ {1, |V |

2
· (|V | − 1), |V | · (|V | − 1)}.

The simulations still consider the three traffic scenarios.Fig.
6 shows the simulation results, which indicate that when the
number of flows increases, the advantage ofAlgorithms 1
and 6 overAlgorithm 7 becomes more and more obvious,
and for the combination of approximation algorithms, the
gaps between the results obtained with different values of
I gradually decrease. The algorithms’ running time for the
largest problems (i.e., |R| = 2000) is listed in Table IV. We
observe thatAlgorithms 1 and 6 withI = 1 take less than
12 minutes to accomplish the whole optimization, while if we
increaseI to |V | · (|V | − 1), it will take around3 hours.

Considering the fact that for these problems,Algorithms
1 and 6 do not provide significant different results with
I = 1 and I = |V | · (|V | − 1), we can conclude that
using a small value ofI is sufficient for the combination
of approximation algorithms to handle large-scale problems.
The heuristic (Algorithm7) takes shorter running time, but as
shown in Fig. 6, its solutions are much less cost-efficient than
those fromAlgorithms1 and 6. Once again, as our problem is
for static network planning, the operator will pay much more
attention on the CAPEX of required equipment.

TABLE IV
RUNNING T IME OF ALGORITHMS FORMULTI -HOPSCENARIO

Running Time (s)

|R| = 2000
Algorithms1 & 6

ε = 1
4

I = 1 I = |V | · (|V | − 1)

697.39 10573.30

Algorithm 7 0.26

VII. C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied the problem of cross-layer network
planning for FlexE-over-EONs, and focused our problem-
solving on the FlexE-over-EONs based on the FlexE-aware
architecture. We first considered the single-hop scenario in
which all the client flows are assumed to be routed over end-
to-end lightpaths in the EON. We proved that the cross-layer
planning for this scenario can be transformed into CCBP, and
proposed a polynomial-time approximation algorithm to solve
it based on the PDIP method. Next, we expanded our study
to address a more realistic multi-hop scenario, where each
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client flow can be routed over multiple lightpaths in the EON.
We formulated the virtual topology design in the scenario
as an ILP model, and then also designed a polynomial-time
approximation algorithm based on MBB. With the virtual
topology designed, we obtained the hop-by-hop lightpath
routing of each client flow, and transformed the cross-layer
planning to that of the single-hop scenario. To evaluate theper-
formance of our two-step method for the multi-hop scenario,
we also proposed a heuristic algorithm. Extensive simulations
confirmed that regarding large-scale cross-layer planningfor
FlexE-over-EONs, our approximation algorithms outperform
the ILP/MILP models significantly in terms of running time,
their gaps to the optimal solutions are guaranteed, and their
solutions are much better than those from the heuristic.

APPENDIX A
ILP MODEL FORV IRTUAL TOPOLOGYDESIGN

As the physical topologyG(V,E) is definitely a connected
graph to ensure feasible cross-layer network planning, the
virtual topology design does not need to care too much about
the physical links. Hence, we number the nodes inV with
indices in[1, |V |], and refer to each node with its index.

Notations:
• V : the set of nodes in the physical topology, and each

node is referred to with its indexi ∈ [1, |V |].
• R: the set of client flows, whererk is the k-th flow,

with a bandwidth demand ofwk in Gbps and a source-
destination pair assk-dk.

• T : the number of T-Boxes in each node.
• Cmax: the maximum capacity of a lightpath (i.e., Cmax

can be obtained with Eq. (11)).
Variables:
• xi,j : the nonnegative integer variable that indicates the

number of directed lightpaths from nodei to nodej.
• y

i,j
k : the boolean variable that equals 1 if flowrk uses a

directed lightpath from nodei to nodej, and 0 otherwise.
Objective:
The optimization objective is to minimize the total number

of lightpaths planned in the virtual topology.

Minimize
∑

i,j∈[1,|V |]

xi,j . (31)

Constraints:
∑

j∈[1,|V |]

xi,j ≤ T, ∀i ∈ [1, |V |]. (32)

Eq. (32) ensures that the number of planned lightpaths does
not exceed the number of T-Boxes in each node.

y
i,j

k ≤ xi,j , ∀rk ∈ R, i ∈ [1, |V |], j ∈ [1, |V |]. (33)

Eq. (33) ensures that flows will not be assigned to nonexistent
lightpaths.

∑

j∈[1,|V |]

y
sk,j

k = 1, ∀rk ∈ R. (34)

Eq. (34) ensures that each flow is assigned to one and only
one lightpath that is from its source.

∑

i∈[1,|V |]

y
i,dk
k = 1, ∀rk ∈ R. (35)

Eq. (35) ensures that each flow is assigned to one and only
one lightpath that is ended at its destination.

∑

i∈[1,|V |]

y
i,l

k =
∑

j∈[1,|V |]

y
l,j

k , ∀rk ∈ R,

{l : l ∈ [1, |V |], l 6= sk, l 6= dk}.

(36)

Eq. (36) ensures that each flow is handled correctly at the
intermediate nodes on its routing path.
∑

i∈[1,|V |]

y
i,l

k ≤ 1, ∀rk ∈ R, {l : l ∈ [1, |V |], l 6= sk, l 6= dk}. (37)

Eq. (37) ensures that for each node in the topology, there is
at most one lightpath from it, which carries the flowrk.
∑

j∈[1,|V |]

y
l,j

k ≤ 1, ∀rk ∈ R, {l : l ∈ [1, |V |], l 6= sk, l 6= dk}. (38)

Eq. (38) ensures that for each node in the topology, there is at
most one lightpath to it, which carries the flowrk. Note that,
Eqs. (33)-(38) are the constraints to ensure flow conservation,
i.e., they guarantee that for any flowrk ∈ R, the routing path
from its source to its destination is unique and loopless.

∑

rk∈R

y
i,j

k · wk ≤ xi,j · Cmax, ∀rk ∈ R, i, j ∈ [1, |V |]. (39)

Eq. (39) ensures that the total bandwidth of the flows assigned
to each lightpath does not exceed its capacity.
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